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I ULTIMATELY DECLARE 

  (The examination room in the medical suite of a busy gynecologist.) 

  (SFX:  A curtain slides open.) 

NURSE: Step right in here, Ms. Goshen. 

MS. GOSHEN: Thank you. 

  (SFX:  Crinkly paper being pulled out and manipulated.) 

NURSE: The room’s all clean, but here’s some fresh paper for the examination table. 

MS. GOSHEN: Great.  Thanks. 

NURSE: No worries!   

MS. GOSHEN: Oh, I’m not worried. 

NURSE: No, no, I meant--you said, “Thanks”, so-- 

MS. GOSHEN: I was just teasing.   

NURSE: Oh.  Ok.  Just take off all your clothes and hang them right on the hook.  There’s a gown in that 
bag.  Put it on with the- 

NURSE:                              MS. GOSHEN: 

 -opening in the front.                -opening in the front. 

MS. GOSHEN: I’m an old hand. 

NURSE: Of course. 

MS. GOSHEN: You missed your cue!  You’re supposed to say, “Not that old!” 

NURSE: Aw, you’re not that old! 

MS. GOSHEN: There we go.   

NURSE: The doctor will be right in.  This is just a Well Visit, correct? 

MS. GOSHEN: Routine, annual Pap test.   But I do have a question for the doctor.  It could be a unique day 
for me.  

NURSE: No problem! 
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MS. GOSHEN: I didn’t imagine there was. 

NURSE: What?  No, of course not.  I didn’t mean-- 

MS. GOSHEN: I’m just playing with you.  I’m kind of revved up, and I become the Don Rickles of the 
medical suite. 

NURSE: (Not really getting it) Oh, I get it!  I’ll be right back!  Put on the gown. 

MS. GOSHEN You bet. 

  (SFX:  Curtain closing.) 

  (SFX:  Undressing, rustling.) 

NURSE: (Through the curtain) Ms. Goshen? 

MS. GOSHEN: Almost ready. 

NURSE: Ms. Goshen, I just need to ask you something while you’re changing.  Can you hear me through 
the curtain? 

MS. GOSHEN: Of course.  Go ahead. 

NURSE: Since this office is part of a teaching hospital, we have some medical students with us today on 
their Gynecology rotation.  Do you mind if they observe your exam?  We have to ask first. 

  (SFX:  Paper crinkling as MS. GOSHEN gets on the exam table.) 

MS. GOSHEN: Today? 

NURSE: They need to see all kinds of things, even a Well Visit. 

MS. GOSHEN: I see. 

NURSE: They’ll be very quiet.  They just watch. 

MS. GOSHEN: I don’t know.  I didn’t anticipate this today.   

NURSE: You don’t have to, Ms. Goshen. 

  (SFX:  Paper crinkling as MS. GOSHEN shifts uneasily.) 

  (Beat.) 

MS. GOSHEN: You know, why not?  I pushed three babies out at this hospital 20 years ago, in front of 
what felt like a township of students, so I guess there’s nothing left to hide.  

NURSE: Thank you! 
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MS. GOSHEN: It could help mark this possibly very eventful occasion.  And things like this should be 
marked.  They really should be.    

  (SFX:  Paper crinkles.) 

 I’m all set.  Come on in. 

  (SFX:  Curtain opening.  Lots of footsteps.) 

NURSE: Ms. Goshen, this is Amelia, Daniella, Karishma, Asmita, and Steve. 

THE STUDENTS: (Shuffling, overlapping each other) 

 Hello!   

 Hi.   

 Thanks for having us.  

 Thanks!   

 Hello. 

MS. GOSHEN: Wow.  Ok.  The more the merrier.   

  (SFX:  Shuffling, as the DOCTOR comes through.) 

DOCTOR: Knock knock!  Hello Ms... 

  (SFX:  Computer key taps.) 

 ...Ms. Goshen!  Thanks for letting our students join us. 

THE STUDENTS: (Overlapping each other) 

 Yes, thanks!   

 Thanks!   

 Really nice of you.   

 Yeah.   

 Really. 

MS. GOSHEN: I don’t mind at all.   

  (SFX:  More computer key taps.) 

DOCTOR: Great.  According to your chart your vitals are all the same as they were last year.  I’ll just have 
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a look and make sure there are no changes.  Anything you want to discuss first? 

MS. GOSHEN: Actually, there is.  It’s been a while since my last period-- 

DOCTOR: How long? 

MS. GOSHEN: Almost a year. 

DOCTOR: Ok!  Sounds like- 

MS. GOSHEN: Sounds like “the fat lady’s sung”.   

DOCTOR: You’re likely in Menopause. 

MS. GOSHEN: The cake is baked, the chicken’s cooked through, it’s in the can, she’s called it a day... 
Anything from the Greek Chorus by the door?  Anybody? 

STEVE: She’s hung up her cleats? 

MS. GOSHEN: Good one, Steve! 

DOCTOR: How are you feeling? 

MS. GOSHEN: Really good, thanks. 

DOCTOR: Mood swings? 

MS. GOSHEN: No more than usual. 

DOCTOR: Sleeping ok? 

MS. GOSHEN: Fine, but I’m thinking of starting a 3:00 am book club.  Why don’t we have those?   

  (SFX:  Giggles.) 

DOCTOR: We should start one!   Any hot flashes?  Students, these are the questions.  Are you recording 
this? 

THE STUDENTS: 

 Yep.   

 Uh huh.   

 Got it.   

 Yeah.   

 This is great! 
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MRS. GOSHEN: I get a little middle-aged neck heat, but nothing a hair clip can’t fix.  I won’t leave the 
house without one. 

DOCTOR: Me neither, actually! 

MS. GOSHEN: Occasional night sweat.  My husband finally gets all the blankets to himself, so he’s good. 

DOCTOR: All sounds manageable. 

MS. GOSHEN: So, here’s my question:  Do you think we can remove my IUD? 

FOUR and a half more pages to the end
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